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Abstract—The purpose of this study is to find out the result of politeness strategy in offering context on male of sixth semester students, to find out the result of politeness strategy in offering context on female of sixth semester students, to find out significance difference result of politeness strategies in offering context between male and female of sixth semester students in Mulawarman University. The researcher invited 107 sixth semester students as the participants from population. They included 75 females and 32 males. The sample was given DCT Questionnaire Adapted from Al-Qahtani (2009) that included 15 acts about offering context. The DCT questionnaire was given to measure the politeness strategies that they used based on Brown and Levinson Theory. The study showed the mean score of the female was 4.2. It means that the average of politeness level from female students placed in middle level. Meanwhile, the mean score of the male was 3.4. It means that the average of politeness level from male students placed in low level. The statistical analysis used t-test formula showed that the t value was 4.969 with df= 106, and the level of significant at 5% was 1.98. It can be concluded that 4.969>1.98 or t-value> t-table. It means that alternative hypothesis (Ha) was accepted and null hypothesis (Ho) was rejected because there is a significance of politeness strategies between male and female of Mulawarman University.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding pragmatics for English students of teacher education is an urgent need since teaching foreign language should not only focus on formal aspect but also functional aspect of the language. Good language learners, thus, are those who are able to not only use language transactional but also interactional. Therefore, teaching it should also include teaching both aspects of language functions. Teaching a foreign language focusing on interactional function has a close relation to teaching character, i.e. becoming good communicators in every single real life business, which means the communicators should have politeness when speaking. Politeness is interesting and important topic because it can give an impact to attitude, manner and relationship between each people. [2] states that politeness strategies give a good opportunity for both speaker’s and of hearer’s interaction and communication. Meanwhile, [5], ensures that politeness is used in order to enter into social relationship, to acknowledge and show an awareness of the face, the public safe-image, the sense of self. In building the social relationship, Good English teachers who should be good speakers of English need not only how to teach, but also politeness strategies. This is so since teaching skills have always been evidently influenced by their L2 proficiencies.

The university governance system of each English teacher education institution in Indonesia apparently determines the extent of attainment of the students’ teaching skills and English proficiency. For English teacher education in Indonesia, the direction of the university curriculum should be set by regulations issuing from the Ministry of Research, Technology and Higher Education. The higher education curricula used by all Indonesian universities to determine their learning outcomes should be fitted to the nine levels of qualifications stipulated that country’s Qualification Framework; however, each university has the freedom to create the content of the curriculum in order that their graduates can be competitive in the labor force [31]. There have been more evidences supporting the fact that the teacher’s role in teaching and students’ achievements have a strong relationship [8, 11-13, 18, 27, 33].

Researches on politeness give ample of evidences that politeness employed by both female and male speakers is very important in the process of communication. For instance, politeness used in movie [15]; the importance of politeness used in offering context [3]; politeness in cross-gender [19, 22] and politeness in refusal context [7]. However, researches on politeness strategies used in the context of teaching and learning by pre-service teachers which focusing on differences of gender are not still often conducted. [26] investigating politeness strategies used in conversation in English textbook written by Indonesian writers, which reveals important findings on politeness strategies used in conversation in English textbooks. The present study aims at investigating how politeness is employed by the EFL students of teacher education. Specifically, this study has three questions as follows.

1. What politeness strategies are used in offering context across gender by the EFL pre-service teachers?
2. Do male and female EFL pre-service teachers differ in their politeness strategies of offering context?
II. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURES

A. Concept of Politeness

Politeness strategy is a branch of pragmatics and discourse study. Based on Brown and Levinson’s theory, there are 4 strategies of politeness: bald on record, positive politeness, negative politeness and off-record. The concept discussed in the definition of politeness. [9] stated that politeness is the act to increase good behavior. It includes the way you give honorable to people and the way you say to people. According to [20], politeness can determine the social status of someone and can be intellectual reflection of the speaker. Furthermore, [32] said that politeness is pragmatic rules would have to be grounded in a notion of pragmatic competence. In the same case, [5] said that Politeness is a principled reason for deviation and can be intellectual reflection of the speaker. Furthermore, [32] said that politeness is pragmatic rules would have to be grounded in a notion of pragmatic competence. In the same case, [5] said that Politeness is a principled reason for deviation from the cooperative principle when communication is about to threaten face. Politeness will be the tool to integrate the communication. It can be the strategies to make the language soften and minimize negative face. The good speaker will be give consideration to the hearers’ feeling. Because the way we talk reflects on the way we are.

In this study, the researchers use politeness strategies theory from [5]. They divide politeness strategy into four types: 1) bald on record, 2) positive politeness, 3) negative politeness, and 4) off record. The politeness strategies are the set of tools that include the problem in social distance (D), power (P) and rank of imposition (R). Social distance is the relationship between speaker and hearer in communication. If two people are very close, they have low degree of social distance and they usually do not use polite words to speak with each other and vice versa. Power refers to the power relationship in communication like position in society, age and social status. There are three kinds of power relationship. The first is equal powers between friends and colleague. The second is someone who has more power relationship, like boss, teacher or lecturer. The third is less power relationship, like brother, sister, students when you are teacher and employee when you are boss. And rank of imposition is the importance or degree of difficulty situation, the situation in emergency or not and how big the something that speaker wants to offer or not [5], Fig. 1.

In addition, politeness strategies are maintaining the hearers’ face threatening act. The face threatening act is measured an appropriate behavior [5]. It consists of negative face and positive face. If the value of (FTA) high, the speaker will choose a strategy with high number. This chart will give possible strategies of politeness, Fig. 2.

Each stage of politeness strategies has some characteristics. The characteristic is the way to determine the situation that is suitable from those strategies. These characteristics can help the researchers to categorize the levels and the kinds. The characteristics of FTA shown is that which is explained by [16]. The first strategy is bald on record. Bald on record is the lowest level of politeness strategy. There are some cases that can be applied as bald on record, 1) including instances of non-minimization of the face threat and 2) avoiding ambiguity 3) suitable in emergency situation. Bald on record has special characteristic. Bald on record happens when someone say in direct ways. For the example when someone offers something “it seems hard, I will help you with your work” or “let’s try this cake that I made”.

The second strategy is positive politeness. Positive politeness placed above bald on record in the chart level. This strategy has a function to reduce the distance in communication. It is the way to make hearer feel good when they are hearing our conversation. It also makes the conversation become friendly rather that stiff. The characteristic of politeness is the way speaker talk to other is semi direct. For the example in offering something “you look so sad, can I do something for you?” This strategy is like seek an agreement to hearer.

The third strategy is negative politeness. Negative politeness has second rank in the chart level. This strategy for self-protection, the speaker does not want to be label as a person who is too friendly after just being introduced. The characteristic is the meaning will be explaining with semi indirect. For the example offering.

Something “I am sorry before, I don’t mind something. But could you please accepted my present”, “excuse me sir, is there any trouble that bother you? Could I help you?” , “I am sorry for asking you, is there something that I can help for you?” or “excuse me Sir, are you looking for your bag? If it is not bother you, I will help you to find it Sir. This strategy uses prolog before speakers tell the point.

The last is off record strategy. Off record has highest level in chart level of politeness strategies. The characteristic off record is something explains in indirect way. The communication in this strategy is ambiguous. The hearers have to determine the meaning by themselves. The Speakers usually use the words that have connection with the meaning. This is also the way to avoid offended feeling or negative face. For
the example offering something “my dress really suit on you” or “your bag looks heavy”.

B. Concept of Offering Context

In politeness strategies there are some contexts that can be measured in politeness. [21] stated that contexts in politeness strategy include greeting, apologizing, congratulating, offering and inviting. But in this case, the researchers use offering context because [17] stated that offering context is reflected of sincerity from speaker to hearer. It makes social interaction suitable to all social acts and can be natural ways to choose politeness strategies. According to [1], offering is a situation when people try to cooperate with each other and help each other. Offering usually has a link with agreement because when speakers want to offer something with hearers, they usually seek an agreement. If the hearers agree with that, the speaker will do something to make offering happen and vice versa. Based on the explanation above, the researcher concluded that offering is a condition when someone or people try to do or to give helps and something to others. Offering can be categorized as a speech act which reflected with the sincerity.

C. Concept of Gender and Sex Differences between Gender and Sex

In sociological approach, there are differences definition and characteristics between sex and gender. It looks like the same but actually it is different. According to [25] sex is something that linked in difference biological structures like chromosomes, hormonal profiles, internal and external organ. Meanwhile, gender represents to the characteristics of social and cultural roles. [10] stated that sex has been used in terms of biological context. In the other hand, gender has been used in social or cultural context. In the same explanation, [24] stated that sex is representing to the anatomical and biological, such as the body, chromosome and hormone. In addition, gender is representing social and culture role, such as family interaction, media, peers, and education.

From the definition above the researcher concluded that the differences between gender and sex are placed in their contexts. When sex is identically with anatomical and biological context, gender is identically with social and culture role. Both of them have their own characteristics in specific aspect.

[30] argued that male will generally respond by defining themselves as masculine and has worker role in the society. [6] stated that male can be identification with masculinity, necessary to attain the correct gender role, happens through rejecting what stands for femininity. The definition above can conclude that male is a kind of gender with the masculinity characteristic of their behavior or role in the society. According to [30] females will generally define themselves as feminine. The female investigates the role of themselves as a domestic role. Female reflected themselves as a soft role. In 18th century, female has a position under the man. And in that era, female has no freedom to express their idea. Male and female have different point in some aspects, such as behavior, act, and mindset. In the Female characteristics usually identical with the soft feeling, grace act and behavior and soft mind because they usually use feeling rather than logical reason. In the other hand, male usually identical characteristics with masculinity behavior, strong character and use logical thinking rather than feeling.

All of the statement above is the way to described and explained about the characteristics male and female. It depends on their behavior, character, act and the way they think about something.

D. Gender and Politeness

In the discussion above, we know the differences characteristics between male and female. In this discussion, the researchers will explain the differences politeness between male and female or men and women. [6] stated that male and female have their biological characteristic to express the language. Male’s language is dominant, direct, and formal. Meanwhile, female’s language is feminine, inferior, powerless and indirect. In addition, [4] said that female use the language politeness to influence the connection. In the other hand, male use the language politeness to assert their independence. [23] argued that Female has a politeness language than male in the question tag.

E. Review of Previous Studies

There some previous study which have differences and similarities from each other. The first similarity and difference are there were for about five previous studies about politeness strategies which have same theory of politeness strategy based on Brown and Levinson theory. The first is [15] analyzed about Politeness Strategies used in Nanny McPhee Movie. The second is [3] has investigated Female Use of Politeness Strategies in Speech Act. The third is [19] have made a research about Adapting Brown and Levinson Theory to analyze about Casual Conversation. And the last is [7] about Refusal and Politeness Strategies in Relation to Social Status. The second similarity and difference are about the context. From the previous studies, there is no similarity in the context politeness strategy. But there were differences contexts in politeness strategy in previous studies. [4] has measured politeness strategies in offering context and [7] has measured politeness strategies in refusal context. Meanwhile, [15, 19] did not use any specifics context in their studies.

The third similarity and difference are about the types of politeness strategies. Actually, those previous studies did not use any specifics types that they wanted to measure. So, all types allowed to be found in those studies. But according to result, there is specific type that dominant in those studies. the similarity of the types in those studies are from [15] which found positive politeness 44% as the dominant result, [22] also found positive politeness in his study. Meanwhile [3] found negative politeness as dominant types and [22] also found negative politeness in his study. The difference is from [6, 19]. [6] found indirect types 52% in her study and [19] didn’t search the types but the reason of speech act in his study like try to comfort, explain the reason, and offer compensation.
The fourth similarity and difference are about the instrument that they used. [3, 6, 19] used Discourse Completion Test Questionnaire as their instruments. Meanwhile, [6, 22] used transcript as their instruments.

The previous studies have similarities and differences with this study. The first similarity is about the theory. All of the previous study used Brown and Levinson theory. This study also used Brown and Levinson theory as the basic theory to determine politeness strategies from sixth semester students in Mulawarman University. And there is no difference in theory the second similarity is the instrument. The researcher used Discourse completion test as the instrument of this study. DCT questionnaire also used by [3, 6, 19] for their instruments of their studies. In the other hand, [15, 22] used transcript data as their instrument which different from instrument in this study. Moreover, the researcher adapted DCT questionnaire from [3] as the instrument of this study. The last similarity and difference are about the context. This study has similarity about the context with [3]. Both of these study used offering context. It was difference from [6] which used refusal context for her study.

From all the explanation above, it concluded that this study has differences and sameness from previous [3] as the instrument for this study.

III. METHOD

The design of the study was ex post facto, i.e. causal comparative research which has a function to find relationship between two groups after action, i.e. in this case, the researcher compared the politeness strategies used by male and female students of pre-service teacher education in Mulawarman University.

The population of sixth semester students in Mulawarman University is 128 students which contain 35 males and 93 females. This study used Random Sampling of sixth semester students of English Department, Mulawarman University. From the calculation with the formula above, the researcher has been measured the sample of population. The sample of male is 32 and the sample of female is 75. The type of Random sampling is Lottery Sampling. [29] stated that Lottery random sampling while the researcher divided the sampling into randomly and without looking. The researcher divided sample based on their gander and write two last of their students’ number in some pieces of papers.

In collecting the data in this study, the researcher used Discourse Completion Test (DCT) questionnaire adapted from [3] is used to measure their Politeness Strategies. The DCT questionnaire contains 15 items of open question types in offering context. This instrument is validated by consulting it to the experts, i.e. expert judgment. Besides, the reliability of the instrument is ranging between 0.7578 and 0.8825, which means it has been statistically acceptable. Furthermore, the alpha was total =0.9295 which is significantly high. This study uses independent t-test to measure the significant difference between politeness strategies in offering context used by female and male EFL pre-service teachers.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Politeness Strategies in Offering Context done by the Female Students

On the basis of the results of DCT questionnaire, it is shown in Fig. 3 that there are 75 students achieving different scores.

![Fig. 3. Scores of the questionnaire from female students](image)

Fig. 3. Scores of the questionnaire from female students

Fig. 3 indicates that from 75 female students, the higher score from female students was 5.6 and the lowest score was 2.6. There were 52 students who achieve middle level with number of score 4-5 and 23 students who achieve low level with number of score 2 -3. The total number of scores from female is 314.8.

![Fig. 4. percentage of scores from female students](image)

Fig. 4. percentage of scores from female students

As it is seen in Fig. 4, the result reveals that the female students who get the interval score of 2-3 are 31%; while those who get the interval scores 4-5 are 69%. Furthermore, it is found that female students use negative politeness and positive politeness types as the politeness strategies to answer the questions.
Fig. 5 shows that positive politeness is mostly used by the female students (44%), i.e. there are 499 students who take this politeness. This strategy wants to make the speaker become friendlier in communication. It can reduce awkward and stiff situation. This is an example of positive politeness strategy used in questionnaire number 3, 8, 11, 12 and 15.

From the figures above, the average from the questionnaire test result is 4.23, which means that the level of politeness strategies that they used is middle because they usually use positive, negative and off record politeness strategies rather than bald on record politeness strategies. The conclusion which can be drawn is that the female students usually use indirect and semi indirect words when they offer something, that is why the average of result placed in the middle level. For the standard deviation is 0.70 which means that the scores are not really different from each other because the result of standard deviation is not high. The lower the result of standard deviation is, the more nearby the scores from each other are.

Meanwhile, Fig. 8 indicates the percentage of scores in male students. This figure shows that the male students who got score 2-3 were 69% and the male students who got scores 4-5 were 31%. It means that male students usually used bald on record types and positive politeness types as the politeness strategies to answer the questions. According to the scoring system, bald on record types just gives low score in accumulation.

In term of types of politeness strategy, as shown by Fig. 9, positive politeness is placed in the first position with percentage of 41% and frequency occurrence of 196, the same as the female percentage showing the dominance of positive politeness in the questionnaire. Positive politeness has a function to make atmosphere friendly and uses semi direct words.

Fig. 9, the average from the questionnaire test result is 3.48, which means the level of politeness strategies that they used is low because they usually use bald on record politeness strategies rather than positive, negative and off-record politeness strategies. The conclusion is that the male students usually use direct and semi direct words when they are offering something, that is why the average of result is placed in the low level. The standard deviation is 0.88 which means that the scores are not really different from each other because the result of standard deviation is not high. The lower the result of standard deviation is, the more nearby the scores from each other are.

B. Politeness Strategies in Offering Context done by the Male Students

Fig. 7 represents male students’ scores of DCT questionnaire about offering context. It indicates that from 32 male students the higher score from male students was 5.1 and the lowest score was 2.2. There were 10 students who achieved middle level with number of score 4-5 and 22 students who achieved low level with number of score 2-3.
other are. The higher the result of standard deviation is, the more far the scores from each other are.

![Percentage of the types of politeness strategies for male students](image1)

**Fig. 9.** Percentage of the types of politeness strategies for male students

In addition, figure 8 indicates the percentage of the reason that they chose to determine their politeness strategies to answer the questions. The dominant reason was social distance 65%. There are two kinds of social distance, far and close from each other.

**C. The Result of t-test comparing means of the Politeness Strategies done by Female and Male Students**

On the basis of the normality test as shown in Table I, it could be interpreted that the both of the data have normal distribution. The result shows that the data from female data has the value of sig. of Lo which is bigger than t-table of 0.05 (0.966 > 0.102). It is also proved with male data has the value of sig. of Lo which is bigger than t-table of 0.05 (0.943 > 0.157). Therefore, the distribution is normal.

**TABLE I. THE STATISTICAL RESULT OF THE NORMALITY TEST**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Sig. Lo</th>
<th>t-test computation &gt; t-table (0.05)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>0.966 &gt; 0.102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>0.943 &gt; 0.157</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, as shown in Table II, the result of t-test is 4.97. The degree of the freedom of the sample was 106. The level significance and the t-table value was 1.98. Because the value = (4.97 > 1.98), it showed that the null hypothesis (Ho) was rejected and alternative hypothesis (Ha) was accepted.

**TABLE II. THE STATISTICAL RESULT OF THE T-TEST**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Sig. Lo</th>
<th>t-test computation &gt; t-table (0.05)</th>
<th>df</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>.966 &gt; 0.05</td>
<td>4.97 &gt; 1.98</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>.943 &gt; 0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**V. DISCUSSION**

Based on the result above, the researchers made some interpretations. The interpretation is made to make a clear explanation of politeness strategies between male and female of the pre-service teachers studied in Mulawarman University. The result from male students showed that the mean is 3.4 which is considered as a low level. There are 10 students or 31% who gets scores of 4-5 (middle) because they often use positive, negative and off-record politeness strategies to answer the questions in the DCT Questionnaire and the other 22 students or 69% get the scores of under 4 (low) indicating that they often use bald on record politeness strategies to answer the questions in the DCT Questionnaire. The standard deviation is 0.88, which means the data are not really different from each other.

In the other hand, the result of female students shows that the mean is 4.2, which is considered as a middle level. There are 52 students or 69% who get scores of 4-5 (middle) because they often use positive, negative and off-record politeness strategies to answer the questions in the DCT Questionnaire and the other 23 students or 31% get scores of under 4 (low) meaning that they often use bald on record politeness strategies to answer the questions in the DCT Questionnaire. The standard deviation is 0.70, which the data are not really different from each other.

Furthermore, the normality distribution test interprets that both of the data from male and female have normal distribution. The value from sig of Lo is greater than L table of 0.05. The value from female is 0.966 (t-calculation) which is greater than 0.105 (t-table) and the value from male is 0.943 (t-calculation) which greater than 0.157 (t-table). Therefore, it can be concluded that the data is parametric data because have normality distribution and used t-test as the tools to compare those data.

Based on the result of normality test, the researchers calculated the t-test; and the result shows that t-calculation is 4.97, which is greater than t-table (1.98) of 0.05. It means that alternative hypothesis (Ha) was accepted and null hypothesis (Ho) was rejected. It is further said that there is a significant difference result of politeness strategies done by the male and female students of Mulawarman University. From the standard deviation, it shows that female students have higher level of politeness strategy because the results were higher than male students. It implies female pre-service teachers studied in Mulawarman University are more polite to choose the words in offering context rather than the male ones.

The result of the current study is confirming the previous studies in similar contexts [3, 6, 21]. All these studies found
that types of politeness strategies are used variously in various contexts. This confirms the current studies that politeness strategies are also used variously by the pre-service teachers in Mulawarman University.

VI. CONCLUSION

The sum of result from politeness strategies from female pre-service teachers studied in Mulawarman University was 314.8 with the mean was 4.2 that indicated as a middle level. The sum of result from politeness strategies from male ones is 111.5 with the mean was 3.4 that indicated as a low level. Meanwhile, there is a significance difference of politeness strategies between male and female pre-service teachers. This implies that female pre-service teachers have higher level of politeness strategy than the male ones.
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